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A HUMIDIFIER + PURIFIER  
FOR ALL SEASONS

Choosing a Venta Airwasher is a life choice. You feel more alert, you  
sleep better, you get sick less often. Pet odors and static electricity are  

reduced, as are many of the allergens that can trigger reactions.

THE RIGHT CHOICE FOR A BETTER LIFE

Thirty five years ago the Head of Venta invented the word Airwasher – and  
invented the category. With all of the life changing benefits your Airwasher  

will give you, we’re sure you’ll find a Venta is more than just a humidifier,  
more than just a purifier – it’s a wellness investment for life.





DOCTORS HAVE BOUGHT 
VENTA AIRWASHERS FOR THEIR 

HOMES OR PRACTICES

O V E R10,000





FAREWELL



The original Venta Airwasher system washes all of those 
particles out of your room air, and traps them in the unit 
water reservoir yet evaporates only pure clean water to the 
optimum climate.

FAREWELL POLLEN, DUST, MITES,  
ODORS, BACTERIA, GERMS.





Protect you and your family from colds and flu.  
Recharge your immune system in pure washed air  
while you sleep. Bacteria have no chance with Venta.

An Airwashed room stops the transmission of infection. So that  
should come as a welcome relief for you, your family and work colleagues.

Venta Aromatherapy: During cold and flu season there is nothing better  
than a drop or two of Venta Eucalyptus oil in your Airwasher, encouraging  
wellness and feel-good all season long.

LET’S MAKE THE  
COMMON COLD  
UNCOMMON





THE GREAT 
AIR CON
Air conditioning can dry your room air out as badly as turning on your  
room heating during winter. Worse, it can leave you with the same dry air  
problems – difficulty concentrating, headaches, dry skin, and irritated eyes.

A Venta Airwasher combats all of these effects, year in year out.



Fact: Every night you lose weight and most of that weight is water,  
either lost through perspiration or the water vapour in your breath.  

No wonder many of us complain about waking up not feeling refreshed.

Room heating in winter and air conditioning in summer also adds  
to this dehydration, leading to disturbed or unrefreshing sleep and a dull,  

fatigued, ‘outside of yourself’ feeling.

But sleeping in an Airwashed room is a different experience. You wake  
up feeling alert. Your thinking is sharper and concentrating is easier.  

On fan setting one, the Venta Airwasher is whisper quiet,  
you’ll hardly know it’s there.

Whoever you are, you’ll find an Airwashed sleep leaves you feeling  
refreshed and alert, thinking sharper, thinking better.

A good night’s sleep leads to a positive day.



CLARITY



SHOW YOU 
CARE ABOUT 

YOUR AIR







WASH YOUR  
POLLEN ALLERGIES AWAY

Living with Seasonal or Perennial Allergic  
Rhinitis is miserable. It disturbs sleep, impairs 
concentration and often makes work difficult.  
In extreme cases allergy sufferers have to  
take Cortisone.

CREATE AN ALLERGY FREE ZONE IN YOUR HOME

Today many allergy sufferers have testified how  
their Venta Airwasher has helped them reduce  
their medicine intake, sometimes even  
discontinued it completely. Run your Airwasher  
during sleep time and you’ll breath pollen  
free purified air. Your body can recover  
and recharge, leaving your immune  
system stronger for the next day.





PURIFY YOUR AIR,  
MOISTURIZE YOUR SKIN
You choose organic food, you filter your water,  
shouldn’t you wash your air too?



WATER IS OUR FILTER



PURIFICATION WITHOUT  
FILTERS, WITHOUT TRASH



by

YOUR 
AIRWASHER 

IS MADE 
WITH 100 % 

GREEN 
ENERGY



When it comes to green energy, Germany is 
leading the way investing in renewable sources 
and Venta is fully committed to reducing our 
carbon footprint in every way we can.

We use green energy to make your Airwasher. We 
design our Airwashers to be made from recyclable 
materials. We create units that are economical to 
run and use less electricity with every new version. 
And perhaps more importantly we don’t add to 
environmental landfill.





FRESH
AIR

FRESH
START





GOOD  
NIGHT
Whisper quiet: we don’t disturb baby’s sleep. 
Simple operation: a child could do it. 
Powerful: guards tirelessly 24 hours a day. 
Foolproof: can’t over-humidify.

SLEEP  
TIGHT



“If my
instrument is happy

so am I” 
Nigel Kennedy, violin virtuoso



Experienced musicians know that the ambient atmosphere  
can play havoc with classic and electric guitars, pianos or any  
wooden music instruments.

A Venta Airwasher will guarantee perfect humidification preserving  
optimum acoustic performance. Don’t take our word for it, world famous 
violin virtuoso Nigel Kennedy insists on taking Venta units wherever he plays 
to keep his priceless violins in the peak of perfection. Venta fans are some of 
the biggest names in Opera. Placido Dominguez and José Carreras are both 
Venta enthusiasts. 

LIFE FOR YOUR STRADIVARIUS,  
LIFE FOR YOUR CHIPPENDALE.

Preserving musical instruments through correct 
humidification has the same benefits for all 
precious wood. Parquet flooring and antique 
furniture equally benefit from an Airwashed 
environment and will last much longer.  
For a lifetime in fact.



LONG BEFORE ANYONE  
WORRIED ABOUT INDOOR AIR  

QUALITY, OUR FOUNDER
HAD A SIMPLE IDEA

“My concern back then was to make a quantum leap in  
improving life quality indoors and create a company with  

the highest standard of service.

Today we sell Airwashers world wide and receive happy  
testimonials from our satisfied and loyal customers”





DIRT, PARTICLES,  
DUST, MITES,
BACTERIA,  
ALLERGENS
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WASH YOUR AIR PURE
VENTA’S UNIQUE ORIGINAL TECHNOLOGY
The Airwasher fulfils two purposes: It humidifies dry air while  
simultaneously purifying it. Dry indoor air is drawn into the appliance and 
passes through the disc stacks rotating in water. The air is literally washed. 
Even the smallest particles are trapped in the water. At the same time pure 
water evaporates on the exchanger surfaces, which is widely recognized  
as the best method of Cold Evaporation.

Cold Evaporation offers decisive advantages. The air is automatically properly 
humidified. There is no need to worry about over-humidifying or lime deposits, 
and no need for Lime Cartridges.

The Venta Airwasher was the first appliance to use the principle  
of humidifying and purifying air for homes and offices without  
using Filter Pads. The Venta Airwasher is hygienic, simple to  
use, and easy to clean.



HUMIDIFIES  
+ PURIFIES  
FOR LIFE
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